
 

  
 
 

How to use what3words in Mercedes-Benz   
 
MBUX via Global Search and Off-Board Voice Assistant 
 
System Requirements 
 

- Vehicle is linked with Mercedes me connect account  
- Global Search service is activated, connectivity required  
- Voice Assistant service is activated, connectivity required 

 
Text input  
 

- Use search field on the top of the entry page (Global Search) 
- Enter what3words address like that.lands.winning 

(words separated by either spaces or dots) 
- Auto Suggest will work from the third word entry on 
- Supported languages: German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Mongolian, 

Polish, Portuguese, Finnish, Swedish, Turkish, Russian and Arabic (independent 
from NTG system language) 

 
Voice input  
 

- Press SDS button or say “Hey Mercedes” (then wait for the system reaction) 
- German: 

- ,,Navigiere zu Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude verliehen” 
- English: 

- ,,Navigate to what three words that lands winning”  
- Select an entry (confirm 3 word address destination by voice) 

- E.g. ,,1” 
- ,,Start route guidance” 

- Supported system languages: German, English  
 
Hint:  The system tries to prioritize more realistic destinations based on the car location. (A 
almost match within 100km will be prioritized to a perfect match within 1000km based on 
the car location.) 
 
Latest Generation COMAND Online via Local Search (Text and Speech) 
 

- Available as an online update of the existing “Local search” service (free of 
additional charge) 
 

 
 



 

System requirements 
 

- Vehicle has latest generation of COMAND Online 
- Vehicle is linked with Mercedes me connect account  
- Local search service is activated, connectivity required 

 
Text input  
 

- Go to Navigation application 
- Open POI search 
- Enter what3words address like that.lands.winning 

(words separated by dots) 
- Press “Online Suche” / “Online Search”  
- Supported languages: German, English, Spanish, French, Italian, Mongolian, 

Polish, Portuguese, Finnish, Swedish, Turkish, Russian, Arabic (independent from 
system language) 

 
Voice input 

 
- Press SDS button 
- German: 

o ,,Navigere zu Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude verliehen” 
- English: 

o ,,Navigate to what three words that lands winning” 
- Supported system languages: German, English  

Hint:  The system tries to prioritize more realistic destinations based on the car location. (A 
almost match within 100km will be prioritized to a perfect match within 1000km based on 
the car location.) 
 



 

 
 
Full list of voice commands: 
 
Available languages for voice input: German and English 
 

English Deutsch     *W3W = ‘We drei We’ 
- Drive me to what three words that lands winning 
- Drive to what three words that lands winning 
- Get direction to what three words that lands winning 
- Navigate to what three words that lands winning  
- Take me to what three words that lands winning 

 

- Fahre mich nach Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude 
verliehen 

- Fahre mich nach W3W* tapfer gebäude verliehen 
- Fahre mich zur Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude 

verliehen 
- Fahre mich zur W3W* tapfer gebäude verliehen 
- Navigiere nach Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude 

verliehen 
- Navigiere nach W3W* tapfer gebäude verliehen 
- Navigiere zur W3w* tapfer gebäude verliehen 
- Navigiere zur Dreiwortadresse tapfer gebäude 

verliehen 
 

 
Overview of car lines with Latest generation of COMAND online and MBUX 
 

 (latest generation of COMAND Online / MBUX 
- C-Class and derivatives after facelift (BR205) 
- E-Class and derivatives from SOP (BR213) 
- S-Class and derivatives after facelift (BR222) 
- S-Class Coupé / Convertible  
- CLS-Class from SOP (from July 2018) (BR257)  
- GLC-Class after facelift (BR253) 

- A-Class and derivatives (BR177) 
- B-Class and derivatives (BR247) 
- GLE-Class and derivatives (BR 167) 
- EQC (BR293) 

 



 

- E-Class Coupé / Convertible after facelift 
(BR238) 

- G-Class from SOP (BR463) 
 

 
To note – the new Mercedes Benz Sprinter Van can be ordered with MBUX as an option 
(but it is not a standard) 
 
If you need further assistance, or have any questions, comments or queries, then 
please contact your retailer or Mercedes me connect help desk, which can be found in 
the Mercedes me portal - https://me.secure.mercedes-benz.com/wps/portal  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


